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Andie McIntyre graduated law school by the skin of her teeth and is struggling to get by. When the

opportunity arises for her to be the campaign manager of a man running for the United States

Senate, she can hardly believe her luck. What she doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t expect is for the woman of her

dreams to be her political rival.When Rachel Callum meets Andie McIntyre, she has only one goal:

to get this woman on a date. But Andie has other plans that donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t involve self-assured

Rachel. When it turns out that RachelÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s new job is to take Andie down, Rachel is left with a

choice: her ambition or romance?Can Andie and Rachel put aside their political views and find

love?STATE OF GRACE is a full-length, standalone romance novel with steamy sex scenes, no

cheating, and a happily ever after. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s light on politics and heavy on love.
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Wish I could give more than 5 stars! I loved this book. Politics can lead to some strong arguments

but in this case it also led to strong love. Andie and Rachel were very opinionated but still could see

the others point of view. Wish our whole country could do the same. The storyline, the wording, the

characters and the location (I live in San Antonio) were all great. Through the great writing of Ms.



James, I felt truly a part of this world that the ladies lived in. Editing was super good! The romance

was very real and tastefully done. Thank you Ms. James for another fun and beautifully written

book. Looking forward to many more.

Two women quite the opposite from each other. The one a republican, the other a democrat. When

they meet, all they do is arguing and they don't agree on almost nothing. Both can't afford to be

distracted but at some point the political lines blur and they can't hide the attraction that burns hot

between them. I love the political sparring, their dialogues and the growing love. Having the main

characters on different sides of the line was interesting and fun. This is a very endearing read that

takes you into politics but above all, love. This story is well worth to read.

This is the 3rd book I have read by Everly James and it certainly won't be the last.I really enjoyed

reading this book and I couldn't put it down once I started reading it.This book has elements of

politics in it due to Rachel and Andie's jobs for apposing candidates but the real story is their

emotional relationship that keeps you gripped to your kindle.It is a very well written easy flowing

book and I highly recommend you one click it straight away.I voluntarily reviewed an advanced

reader copy of this book.

This is third story i have read from everly james and i will say i really enjoyed it. It is not a political

story though it has some politics in it but dealt very well. The two main characters were great Andie

and Rachel are mlvery likable as individuals and as a couple. The ending chapters cover a good

portion of time and therefore felt rushed but the final chapter...it did make me smile. It also left the

possibility of a sequel.

Andie and Rachel met by chance. On their journey they discover not only do they have an attraction

to one another. They work for two different teams. One is a republican and the other a democrat.

Can they find love? Read the book. You will enjoy!

I was enchanted with this romance from the start. You will absolutely fall in love with Rachel & Andi.

This is an adorable romance where two woman heading senatorial campaign's on opposing sides

find one another.It's a fun read & as always it's like hanging out with old friends when you read

anything written by Everly James. Do yourself a favor & enjoy this enchanted romance of opposites

attracting.



Everly James writes well constructed f/f love stories that are full of romance, tender moments, and

the promise of everlasting love. Her books are light on drama and heavy on "happy ever after"

moments.

Campaign is seem not easy come by and that fisher what sly he is and no good person but sadly he

is lose in the end for what he has done and there is romance beautiful between two woman at begin

they seem dislike each other because of political view but in the end look how they are in love
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